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Abstract
Supported through technological advances, the concept of kinetic
architecture is internationally increasingly acknowledged in the past
years in the development of adaptable buildings as to differing
functional requirements, or external loading conditions. Most decisive
factor is the structure in terms of materials and geometrical
configurations, and the control system integrated within. Based on
general principles of tensegrity structures, a hybrid system has been
developed that consists of continuous hinge connected compression
members, strengthened by an internal system of struts and continuous
cable diagonals with closed loop.The kinetic mechanism is achieved
through alteration of the cables length and the respective relative
inclination of any adjacent compression members. In this way the
transformability of the system arises primarily from the inherent
integrative composition and dual capabilities of its members. Following
the construction design of the prototype structure, the interactive
development, as regards geometric properties and structural
configurations, is presented analytically, as based on a parametricassociative design approach applied. Along this line, the specific syntax
of structural development and simulation through parametric design is
suggested to support in real terms the control design of the innovative
structure in an integrated interactive context.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades the concept of kinetic architecture is increasingly
acknowledged in its potentialities in terms of adaptability, expandability,
optimization and sustainability of our built-up recourses. Kinetic
architecture aims at the development of timely adaptable systems as to
differing functional requirements, or external loading conditions, leading to
buildings and building components with variable mobility, location, or
geometry. In all cases such a concept is directly related to the properties of
the integrative parts of the building, at first place to the structure and the
building skin. Especially significant in terms of the kinetic operability is the
development of the structure in two aspects:The structural mechanism that
enables different geometrical configurations of the light-weight components
through among others, folding, sliding, expanding and transforming in size
and shape, and the control system that directs the structure towards
specified transformations, through pneumatic, chemical, magnetic, natural or
mechanical processes.
Kinetic systems offer the possibility of multi-usages through
transformative adaptability of a single structure. In this aspect, Buckminster
Fuller demonstrated through “Ephemeralization” reduction of material.
Robert Kronenburg illustrates the advantage of such systems in that,
buildings that use fewer resources and adapt efficiently to complex site and
programmatic requirements are particularly relevant to an industry,
becoming increasingly aware of its environmental responsibilities [1].
The human body may be considered as the most representative example
of dynamically interactive living organisms.The engineer Guy Nordenson
describes the phenomenon in kinetic systems as creating a building like a
body: A system of bones and muscles and tendons and a brain that knows
how to respond [2]. In numerous applications then, a major part of the
structure can be reduced through the ability of a singular system to
facilitate multi-uses via transformative adaptability. In this respect the
structure of the human body serves for the structural mechanism
configuration presented in the paper, based on the synergy of the skeleton
and the muscular system.The special status shows the identification with
tensegrity structures, defined as self-stressed systems, composed of tension
and compression [3], thus working on the same logic, i.e. balance between
tension (prestressed cables – muscles) and compression (struts – bones).
Due to their low weight, tensegrity structures have the ability to transform
in space, while enabling optimized conditions in the mass and load transfer.
In this respect in [4] it is suggested that discontinuous compression, as in
classical tensegrity systems, is not necessary and that more efficient
structures can be achieved, if compression elements are allowed to join.
Moreover they can be easily dismantled and therefore provide innovative
possibilities for reusable, modular structures.
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Kinetic systems, primarily in terms of deployable tensegrity structures
have been studied only during the last 20 years.The deployment mechanism
is classified based on the method applied for modifying the lengths of
certain members; elongation or shortening of the struts, of the cables, or
adjusting both struts and cables together. In this respect the authors believe
that adjustment of the cables lengths only, is the most promising solution.
Advantages of such deployment mechanisms refer to a modular assembly
on site, deployability at the unit level, re-usability of modules for the
development of various geometric configurations and structural reliability
under differing structural conditions.
In extension to the above, an adaptation of the structure to different
forms requires the system to be actively controlled, through integration of
sensors and actuators and energy supply from an external source. In [5]
control techniques are formulated that use a minimal energy optimization. A
closed mathematical formulation for the simulation of active tensegrity
structures has been proposed in [6].The essential characteristics of the
particular structural systems are the controllable rigidity and light-weight.
The principle of controlling rigidity is described in [7]. It is suggested that
the key feature is the ability of the structure to alter its stiffness rather than
strength.This may be achieved through alteration of the cables length, that
together with the struts define the strengthening system in hybrid
structures, as suggested in the present paper.The requirement of minimized
structural self-weight is directly interrelated with aspects of structural
modularity, in limiting the complexity of the system and supporting
constructability, the structural connectivity, in producing complete structural
systems on modular basis, the structural loading, in providing feedback
about load transmission with changes in rigidity and the structural shape, in
accurately testing the geometrical shape limits of the structural system.
Research accomplished in the area of design development and simulation
of tensegrity structures has shown that different computational approaches
have been used to achieve specific functional and design tasks.The tools for
investigating tensegrity structures into animation tools, based on associative
modeling, the force density method and dynamic relaxation are categorized
in [8]. A method for visualization and simulation of structures based on
advanced 3-dimensional modeling software with animation and rendering
capabilities is proposed in [9]. Parametric approaches for geometric
configuration and representation of specific tensegrity structures have been
also discussed in [10].What it has been argued is that, even if such tools do
not have features to support the balance of forces between self-stressed
members, there is a tendency to investigate such models starting from a
single tensegrity module and continuing to connect this module by
appropriate connective logic that can provide a global form [8].
In the present paper the construction development of a kinetic hybrid
structural prototype and its analysis as regards possible structural
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configurations, based on parametric-associative design logic are presented.
The results of this research project support further development phases of
the kinematic structural analysis and the control system design. Based on
the prototype unit development, the structure is composed of continuous
hinge connected compression members, stabilized through a strengthening
system of continuous cables and struts.The connection of the elements
follows the principle of tensegrity structures in the 3-dimensional space. In
the frame of development, the prototype system alternatives have been
interactively investigated in their geometric properties and structural
configurations through the parametric design procedure, described
hereafter.

2. PROTOTYPE DESIGN
Primary influence factor for the prototype development has been the
structure of the human body, acting as representable example of dynamically
transformable systems. Given the fact, that the skeletal system consists of
individual bones, i.e. continuous hinge connected compression members,
surrounding muscles and tendons, i.e. tension elements, induce and stabilize
any geometrical modification and motion of the body, controlled by the
neural system. A respective direct interrelation is observed in tensegrity
structures that at first place exhibit flexibility and geometrical
transformability in the 3-dimensional space.The particular type of
structures, consisting of a series of compression members, stabilized
through pretensioned cable members, obtains its static characteristics based
on the distribution of the tension forces, developed in the members. Due to
their synthesis, such light-weight systems exhibit high stiffness values and
can be extended for the development of long span systems. Along this line
the steel prototype system developed aims at having properties of
transformability in at least one direction, leading to different 3-dimensional
configuration states, Figure 1. In addition for achieving optimal structuraland energy performance, the transformability of the system in respect to
different configuration states is envisaged to arise primarily from the
 Figure 1: Part of small scale model
of the prototype structure.
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inherent integrative composition and dual capabilities of its members, i.e.
secondary strengthening system of struts and cables with closed loop and
variable length. Any design decisions taken in the frame of the prototype
development as regards members composition and construction design,
follow these aims.
The overall design of the structure follows the principle of skeleton
structures with a hierarchy in one horizontal direction.The primary plane
structure is formed through linear addition of compression members in one
direction and their interconnection by strengthening systems of struts and
continuous tension members, Figure 2.

 Figure 2: Different configuration
possibilities of the building based on
the prototype system developed.

The compression members, consisting of tubular round profiles 127 x 3.2
mm of 1.0 m length, are placed in series with ball steel elements in-between
that allow 6-degrees of freedom at the joints.The strengthening system of
the perpendicularly placed struts, of tubular round profiles 60.3 x 2.3 mm,
of 30 cm length and continuous cable diagonals of diameter of 20 mm with
closed loop, is developed in three longitudinal directions of relative
inclination of 1200 in the transverse plane, Figure 3.
In the absolute perpendicular direction of the system the struts are
connected to the compression members through pairs of diagonal profiles,
in the two inclined directions, through pairs of spring elements, Figure 4.The
diagonal members’ connections enable under different relative inclinations
of the compression members in plane, the division of the respective relative
angles through the struts. At mid-length of the compression members, these
are foreseen with longitudinal openings and strengthening measures, so that
the cables may pass through under different possible configuration states of
the system, Figure 4.
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 Figure 3: Construction detail of the
prototype unit consisting of a series of
primary compression members and a
secondary system of struts and
continuous cables.

 Figure 4: Left:The connection of the
members at the area of the
compression members’ connections.
Right:The compression members
section at mid-span of each element.

The cables are hinge connected at the end-compression members only. One
of the cable connections is fixed, the other is “free-fixed”, allowing for
alteration of the respective members length.The supports of the primary
structure may be designed to enable or prevent displacements and rotations
in the transverse direction though a pair of diagonally placed tubular round
profiles on each side, Figure 5. In the case of a cantilever system, the tubular
support profiles do not need to be implemented in the structure, as shown
for example in the last configuration case in Figure 2.
At horizontal roof plane the connection of the primary systems takes
place through perpendicular compression members of tubular round
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profiles, interconnected at mid-length through linear spring elements, and a
pair of continuous cable diagonals of diameter of 20 mm with closed loop.
The compression members are connected to the primary elements over
pairs of diagonal members, at mid-length of the latter, Figure 6.The cables
are hinge connected at the end-compression members, at a fixed and a freefixed joint, as in the case of the primary system.Through the diagonal
connection members and the spring elements the secondary horizontal
structure is capable to follow the alteration of the connecting joints in the
3-dimensional space.The triangular planes ensure the diaphragm at roof
level, with stiffness properties, defined by the characteristics of the spring
elements.

 Figure 5: Fixed connections of the
systems’ cables with closed loop and
support alternatives of the prototype
unit.

 Figure 6: Horizontal structure
shown on the connection of two
adjacent linear prototype units.
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2.1. Control system
Each chain of compression members, stabilized through the internal
strengthening system of struts and cables with closed loop, may obtain
different geometries that define different configuration states through
modification of the longitudinal cables length.The secondary structure at
roof level ensures the integrity of the spatial structure at different states.
Once a configuration is fixed, the system is stabilized for external loading.
An integrated active control system is responsible for the initiation of
different transformation states of the system.
The control system of the prototype structure is sought in the fields of
robotics, where well established techniques are used for the kinematic
analysis and control of multi-body articulated systems.Therefore, robotics
may provide a framework for its analysis and control realization. From a
control perspective performing shape adjustments requires an appropriate
control system, with actuators, feedback sensors, as well as suitable motion
planning and control algorithms. As the reconfiguration motions shall make
efficient use of resources, such as drive power, implementation of optimal
control also becomes relevant. Robotically adjustable structures, where not
only the configuration but also the actual morphology of the system can
change, were discussed in [11, 12].
The complete control of the motion of any for example planar multi-bar
linkage would require at first place an equal number of actuators to be
installed. However, installing many actuators on the system increases the
overall structure’s weight, structural deformations and cost. Moreover,
operation becomes energy inefficient given that the system will have to
move about its own massive components.To avoid the aforementioned
issues the implementation of a single motion actuator, e.g. hydraulic or
electric motor, is proposed to be installed for each primary linear structure
on one of the supports at the cables free-fixed joints, as well as brakes, e.g.
electromagnetic brakes/clutches, corresponding to each one of the rest of
the rotating discs of the cables.
In principle the control system manages the operation of the motion
actuators and the brakes through appropriately planned sequences in order
to realize the required shape adjustments. By selectively unlocking only four
joints at a time the mechanism is reduced to an effective 4–bar (E4B)
mechanism that has a single degree-of freedom in plane.Therefore a group
of consecutive locked joints formulate an “effective link”. Using the available
actuator any one angle of the E4B linkage can be adjusted to its desired
value and from then on it will remain locked. For each successive step of
the control sequence a different E4B linkage may be defined and one angle
will be adjusted. In general, the process of reconfiguring the overall
structure must ensure a synchronous adjustment of the involved linkages in
respect to external constraints and the limitation of stresses on the
structure’s flexible jacketing. Once an initial and a target configuration are
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defined the intermediate postures to be assumed will depend on the
specifics of the motion pattern to be implemented. Normally, various
possibilities will exist for defining motion patterns and an optimal one may
be selected among them on the basis of specific criteria, e.g. required
actuator forces/torques. Further limitations to be taken into account in
respect to the motion planning of the structure in real terms concern
possible motion limits of the actuator, e.g. a hydraulic cylinders travel.
Based on the above described control approach one motion actuator
will suffice to position the system. Using two or more collaborating
actuators may be considered for load–sharing purposes or in order to
increase the reliability of the system. For implementing the control concept
a single position sensor installed on the actuated joint will suffice, e.g. an
optical encoder or a potentiometer. In such case, the position of the rest of
the joints can be inferred through the kinematics solution. However, a more
accurate, reliable and practical option is to have position sensors installed
on every joint of the multi–bar linkage.The target configurations of the
system are initially defined in the frame of the research project through the
parametric-associative design investigation of the system in relation to
possible users input and/or environmental stimuli, as described in the
following sections.

3. PARAMETRIC-ASSOCIATIVE DESIGN LOGIC
It is believed that parametric design approaches can enhance the
development of systems that are characterized by flexibility and versatility.
Such systems cannot be seen only as static final outcomes, but also as
continuously changeable and adaptable systems influenced by various
internal and external forces. Specifically, the analysis conducted in the
present paper consists of the following steps:
•
Investigation of the form of the structure in various stages of the
design process, especially at the conceptual stage, where a design
solution is still unclear, by suggesting a number of design
possibilities.
•
Investigation of the behavior of the kinetic hybrid structure under
different geometrical conditions.The overall behavior and the
behavior of the structure’s parts can be examined and respective
decisions can be taken.
•
Gain of a clear picture as regards the limitations and potentials of
the specific kinetic hybrid structure in terms of the ability of the
system to adapt to different conditions of the users and the
environment.
The system presented in the paper has been developed based on its ability to
change and adapt to different conditions according to the given parameters.
Specifically, attention is given on the changes that can influence structural
joints and have as a result the deformation of the whole of the structure.
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Obviously, the parametric design approach used in this case achieves to
model the structure and to simulate its kinetic behavior. Such an approach
can be distinguished from other computational approaches used for
investigating the static and kinetic behavior of structures under external
loading. In any simulations techniques (structural analysis, wind analysis, etc)
rules and parameters applied are formulated according to specific goals
influencing the model’s behavior.This leads to a tremendous number of
approaches that allow a large number of possibilities to emerge.
The prototype has been developed using the Rhino 3D NURBS
modeling software and the Grasshopper plug-in. In all parts of the
structure’s geometrical development, general computational terms are used
to describe the process, but also to make connections with the terminology
found in Grasshopper plug-in, i.e. functions (components) that consist of
inputs and outputs, parameters (number sliders and graph mappers) that
control changes on the geometry and visual description of the algorithm
(history definition in graphical form). Such terminology in connection with
the general framework of geometrical descriptions may be used to give an
understanding on the process of generating the kinetic structure using
parametric associative design logic.

4. FORMULATION OF GEOMETRY
The formulation of the geometry follows a specific procedure that starts
from the development of a single unit (prototype), followed by the
application of this for the production of the overall system.The unit as a
geometrical entity and its algorithm (history definition) can be used as the
pattern, so that the development of the system can be achieved and
investigated providing a number of design possibilities, not only in local but
also in global level.This can be explained as the development of systems
that originates from a single unit and then grows into complex forms and
structures. Similar and interrelated parametric modeling procedures can be
found in many recent examples including the work that has been done by
Woodbury on the use of patterns for parametric modeling [13, 14] and the
work that is developed in various institutes dealing with morphogenetic
design principles [15].
The parametric-associative design procedure involves the following
actions that are developed in parallel:
•
Geometrical configuration.
•
Specification of parameters that control geometry and allow
changes of the overall system.

4.1. Unit development
The unit development is analytically described as follows:
•
Step 1: Joints and joint compression system.
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•

•

•

The investigation starts by defining the joints of the primary
compression system. In the frame of this investigation, joints are
initially represented by points. Points are produced and placed
along the x-direction and their number and range between the set
of points are controlled by a function – number generator. Two
sub-sets of points are specified according to eve and odd number
of points.This enables to control different sub-sets of points using
different functions and parameters like their movement in zdirection.The joint compression system in the form of a central
line is created by merging the points from the two sub-sets of
points (eve and odd number of points) as they have been defined at
the beginning of this investigation.
Step 2: Parametrically defined planes for the design of the
strengthening system on the primary system.
At each joint of the compression system a strengthening system is
designed.This can be developed parametrically through the
application of planes that are positioned at each control point of
the central line, or the joint compression system. Parametrically
defined planes are controlled by the direction of vectors along the
central line’s components. Analytically each plane is defined by two
vectors, the first one that is the result of an addition product of
two initial vectors that consist of one common start point (on
each joint) and run in opposite directions along the left and the
right components of each point (joint), and the second one, that is
the result of the cross product of the two initial vectors. As a
result any changes in the direction of the joint compression system
influence the direction of planes and hence the design of the
secondary strengthening system in relation to the overall shape. In
this way the secondary strengthening system always bisects the
angle at each joint of the compression system.
Step 3: Design of the strengthening system.
The secondary strengthening systems consist of continues cables
and struts together with joints.
As it has been mentioned in step 2, each strengthening system is
based on parametrically defined planes.The parametric design of
the strengthening system starts by designing three circles with
different radius (small, medium and large). Points on circles are
used for the creation of struts. For this purpose each circle is
divided into three parts with three points laying on its perimeter.
Struts in each strengthening system are created by connecting
points on the small and medium circles, Figure 7.
Step 4: Continuous cables of strengthening system.
The connection between the members of the strengthening system
is achieved by applying continuous cables in the form of
parametrically defined poly-lines that run along the secondary
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strengthening system. Control points of poly-lines in each system
are the three points that lay on the perimeter of the medium circle
as it has been explained in step 3. Parametrically defined planes
that control the strengthening system are rotated hundred eighty
degrees at every other joint, in order to achieve the desirable
geometry. Finally, three different series of points are grouped and
then connected together.

 Figure 7: Secondary strengthening
systems are arranged and controlled
parametrically according to the angle
between the left and right components
at each joint of the compression
system.

4.2. System development
The system is developed based on the unit development as it is described in
the previous section. At this stage of investigation the procedure starts by
defining the overall structure, in which the unit can be repeated several
times to create any linear system. Such an approach supports the required
design potentials, while various design possibilities emerge. In the current
investigation this takes different forms and expressions, but always with the
use of similar parametric design principles. Analytical descriptions on how
various systems are developed are given below, as follows:
•
Parametrically defined surface.The approach is based on a
parametrically defined surface, whereas the units are positioned
and controlled parametrically.
Step 1: Surface definition.
The surface is defined parametrically through the use of two
parametric curves created by a number of points. A functionnumber generator is used to define the length and the number of
points in x- and y-direction for the horizontal and vertical curves
respectively. In addition, the z-direction for both curves is
controlled by a parameter-graph, which distributes the z-values of
the curve control points.The investigation on how the form of the
graph influences the structure is included in the next section. A
parametrically defined surface is generated by using a surface
function through the application of a section and rail curve inputs.
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•

Step 2: Sub-divisions to accompany units.
In order to generate curves that will be used later on as the
primary system (central lines) for each prototype unit, a series of
cross sections on the surface is developed. Cross sections are used
as the respective starting points for the development of each unit.
Parametrically defined arches.The approach involves the use of
parametrically defined and controlled arches as the central lines for
the positioning of the units.
Step 1: Controlling arches.
A system controlled by parametrically defined arches in two
directions, horizontal and vertical, is generated. For the current
investigation purposes the arch is controlled by moving one edge in
the horizontal – and, to a lesser degree, to the vertical direction.
The movement of points and hence the deformation of the initial
arches is achieved through the use of input movement vectors.
Step 2: Unit positioning.
Parametrically defined curves are used as primary systems (central
lines) for the generation of the unit prototypes.
Step 3: Stiffness of systems.
Stiffness on both systems can be achieved by connecting the units
with the secondary members, including the continuous cables.

5. SYSTEM PARAMETER MODIFICATIONS
For the investigation of the kinetic behavior of the structure under different
conditions, as well as the effectiveness of the parametric-associative design
procedure followed, the structural unit and -system were tested in an initial
design stage. As it has been mentioned in the previous section, the
parametric design approach involves the use of parameters that control the
movement of joints.Thus the kinetic behavior of the structure, first as a unit
and then as a system, is examined.
In the unit case, the movement of joints is controlled by parameters that
change the value of the joint position in z-direction. Here two examples are
used: In the first case the movement is vertical on the horizontal axis, while
in the second case the movement is curvilinear, creating convex and
concave curves. As regards the vertical movement, Figure 8 shows different
design possibilities by changing the z-value in the two sub-sets of joints.
Accordingly as regards the curvilinear movement, different design
possibilities by changing the z-value in the whole set of joints are shown.
The curvilinear distribution of z-value is achieved by using a number
distributor in graphical form. Different graphs can be applied giving different
possible shapes.
Similar approaches are applied for the system. In the first case, as shown
in Figure 9, the parameters control the curve of the surface and hence the
curve of the system since both, surface and units, are parametrically related.
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 Figure 8: Generated design results
of the unit by controlling the
movement of joints in z-direction.

 Figure 9: Design possibilities of the
system by controlling the surface
movement in z-direction.
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In the second case a graph controls the movement of two points that
influence the transformation of the system in x-and z-direction. Different
graphs show the behavior of the overall system and as a result the behavior
of each part of the structure, Figure 10.
 Figure 10: Design possibilities of the
system by controlling the movement
of one edge in x and z-direction.

In both cases the investigation of the final 3-dimensional presentation model
as shown in Figure 11 through the control of parameters can help us to
observe:
•
The behavior of different structural components, like the joint
compression system and the secondary strengthening system
under the influence of movable joint parts.
•
The maximum foldable angle in the position of joints and its
comparison with possible applications of the same structure in real
conditions.
•
Limitations of its versatility, i.e. the structure cannot behave in the
same way as a graphical 3-dimensional model.
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 Figure 11: Presentation model for a
configuration possibility of the
developed system.

5.1. System potentialities
As it has been demonstrated in the previous section, the system’s behavior
is controlled by certain interconnected parameters that influence its motion
and hence its response in different conditions.These are organized in two
main categories in respect to environmental and functional conditions.The
first category refers to the conditions induced by environmental changes
that influence the structure’s behavior as regards its ability to be re-adjusted
according to temperature conditions, natural ventilation and wind loads. In
particular, the structure’s height is adaptable in order to minimize the
energy mass consumption during the winter period forming wide or narrow
interior spaces. By varying the roof profile the pressure distribution around
the building can be adjusted resulting to improved natural ventilation of
spaces or relaxing the aerodynamic loading to the structure.The second
category deals with the functional characteristics of the system, aiming at
improving the user’s spatial needs and behavior resulting from the system’s
adaptability in respect to different possible sites and morphologies.
Preliminary, parametric associative design logic is used to simulate the
structure’s behavior and hence the behavior of the active control system. In
the case of variable environmental conditions for example, the adjustability
of the system is activated through the release of the cables, whereas the
respective parametric transformation is developed through the system’s
movement in x-direction. In this case, the minimum height of the system
coincides with the maximum release of the cables. In addition, a respective
release of the cables is applied for the development of wide or narrow
interior spaces, as well as for the vertical movement of the structure. Both
transformations can be parametrically modeled by demonstrating movement
in the z-direction. Moreover, in the case of wind loads, the structure’s
surface is minimized through the maximum release of the cables and
parametrically through the maximum movement in x-direction.
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In general, the application of simultaneous different possible conditions
for the generation of corresponding states of the system requires the
development of respective weighting-factors for the control system in order
to achieve any effective overall optimal geometrical configurations.

6. CONCLUSION
The development of a new kinetic hybrid structure is presented in the
paper, based on general structural principles of tensegrity systems, while
aiming at minimal self-weight, optimal load transfer and structural
transformabilities through the inherent integrative composition of its static
and kinetic members.The design of the structure from the initial conceptual
phase has been realized in an integrated context. Both, construction- and
parametric design defined interactively the resulting system proposed
herewith; the development of the prototype, based on respective
architectural and structural engineering criteria, horizontally interrelated
with parametric-associative design investigations for a step by step
verification of the geometry of the system and its kinetic configuration
characteristics.
The application of parametric associative design principles strengthens
such an investigation, since it allows the parallel research in two fundamental
interrelated areas:The one that deals with the geometrical configuration of
the system allowing a number of design possibilities to emerge and the
other one that deals with the ability of the system to respond to different
conditions of the environment. In the first case, research has been
concentrated on the gradual development of the unit followed by the
generation of the overall structure. In the second case, research has been
focused on the ability of the system to be controlled parametrically enabling
modifications of its initial geometrical configuration as well as the simulation
of its kinetic behavior.
In principle the application of the parametric-associative design logic into
the kinetic hybrid design process and the results that have been derived
provide an insight in the behavior of the kinetic structure developed under
the influence of certain parametric conditions.The development of
innovative kinetic structures in concept and detail require application of
such advanced tools for any initial interactive investigation of the actual
kinetic behavior of the system.This is often difficult to achieve, based on
conventional design approaches like sketches or physical models.The
approach followed through simulation enables the investigation of different
geometrical possibilities that can be achieved by the kinetic prototype. In
this way the development of the prototype is grounded on the results of
the presented research project, developed in an integrated interactive
context through construction- and parametric associative design. In real
terms any defined configuration states of the system support the
subsequent interactive development of the control system. On this basis
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further related activities consist of the analysis and implementation of
kinematic structural models, motion planning for optimal motion
trajectories and minimum energy consumption, the control design and
fabrication of the prototype in one-to-one scale.
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